City of Glenwood Springs Transportation Commission
Bicycle-Pedestrian Subcommittee
Meeting Agenda
Tuesday, April 12, 2022 8:00 AM
City Hall, Engineering Conference Room (Second Floor)
1. Bicycle-Pedestrian Priorities for 2022-2023 Capital Project Ranking
2. Other Bicycle-Pedestrian Recommendations
a. Long Range Transportation Plan
3. Engineering Design Standards
a. Refine Recommendations
Attachments


Bicycle Facilities Maps and Discussion (Updated Version)



2021 Background on Outstanding Capital Projects



2021 Transportation Approved Rankings



Engineering Design Standards Recommendations (Updated Version)

Glenwood Springs Bicycle Facilities Maps and Discussion
Transportation Commission Bike / Pedestrian sub-committee
(background for Transportation Commission April 5 meeting, agenda items 5b and 7, with six
accompanying aerial maps)

Attached to this document are Google Maps of Glenwood Springs marked with current bicycle facilities and
with addition facilities that are necessary to create an efficient, safe network of routes for bicycle
transportation. Sources in development of this network included the 2015 LRTP, MOVE Bicycle and Pedestrian
Improvements recommendations, and evaluation of route alternatives by local bicycle users. The purpose of
this network of bicycle routes is to enable and encourage non-motorized travel from nearly any location in
Glenwood Springs to any other location as well as to connect to regional bicycle routes.

Maps Legend
Green lines: Multi-modal bike / pedestrian trails and paths.
Blue lines: Bike lanes marked on streets.
Purple lines: Shared use bike / pedestrian facilities along streets, may not meet current standards.
Red lines: Identify streets where bike facilities do not exist and meet priority network need. May also indicate
where facilities exist but require significant improvement for safety and functionality.

Discussion:
Green Lines: Atkinson Trail, Rio Grande Trail, Hwy 6&24 Trail, Midland Trail
Blue Lines: Blake Ave. and Pitkin Ave
Purple Lines: Numerous streets with paved facilities frequently shared by bicycles and pedestrians, may need
to be upgraded for current standards of safe shared usage.
Red Lines: Important network connections with no or inadequate bicycle facilities. These include:
Hwy 6&24 bike / ped path, Linden to Donegan (rebuilt) and Donegan to Mel Ray.
Donegan from Soccer Field Rd to Storm King Rd
North Glenwood neighborhood bike route
Hwy 6 to Two Rivers Park along Devereux
Linden to Glenwood Canyon Bike Trailhead at Vapor Caves – 6 th St.
8th Street including from Midland Trail at Red Mountain Rd to Blake (includes rebuild to 10’ width
multimodal path Red Mtn. Dr. to Overlin)
7th Street from 8th to Blake

10th Street from School St to Blake (Safe Route to School)
12th St. Ditch path rebuild and improvements
Rebuild, resurface 12th St/Riverside Dr. between RG Trail and Pitkin
Complete concrete connection RG Trail to Coach Miller Dr.
23rd Street from Rio Grande Trail to Blake Ave. (possibly to Palmer)
Blake Ave. from 23rd to Roaring Fork Marketplace
Blake South Bound Bike Lane - reconfigure pavement markings to eliminate cars parking in bike lane,
Hyland Park to 20th St.
Short connection at 33rd St. between S. Grand and Rio Grande Trail
Short connection between Atkinson Trail and Park East Trail
Additionally, not marked on the maps but highly recommended by MOVE study is assessment and
improvements along both sides of Grand Ave. to provide safe route for both bikes and pedestrians to
businesses and transit stops. In addition, bike storage facilities are needed at all transit stops as part of
first/last mile facilities.

City of Glenwood Springs Transportation Commission
Background information, capital projects ranking discussion
May 2, 2021
Discussion format suggestions
• Annual review of transportation capital projects ranking lists should
include review (and updating recommendations) for the full Long Range
Transportation Plan 2015-2035 – see executive summary p. 1-1: Revisit LRTP
every year to evaluate project implementation progress and to review project
prioritization and applicability of programs under the current financial environment.
• The “programs” mentioned above are summarized in the executive
summary – see p. 1-4. This may be an appropriate category in which to add
description and implementation plan for transportation demand management,
among other refinements.
• Consider adding third and fourth categories for transportation project
rankings:
- Mini-capital projects (less than $50,000?) to provide rankings for
opportunistic small investments of funds and staff time
- Maintenance/repair/SWAT tasks that do not necessarily
constitute capital projects and can be integrated into routine work calendars by
public works, streets, and/or parks
• Declare and use clear list of criteria for annual update of the capital
rankings (see long range plan detail below)—possibilities include: current hazard;
high traffic volume/popularity (motor and/or bi-ped); system gap; ease of
implementation; timely funding opportunity; neighborhood/business request
• Other useful highlights from long range transportation plan include:
- executive summary excerpt p. 1-1: The completeness of a
transportation network is judged on its ability to facilitate different modes of transport that
result in higher individual mobility than networks that serve mainly one mode. A complete
network is also one that strengthens connections between those different modes making travel
more convenient for users at all levels of service.
- infrastructure & network recommendations guidance p. 4-1: The
recommendations focus on improving connectivity, providing additional capacity via either
expanding existing facilities or adding new facilities and completing system gaps. In addition,
many of the streets in the City are one-dimensional in nature, primarily designed to serve
vehicular traffic The new model for streets is to safely and efficiently meet the needs of all
users, regardless of age ability, or chose mode of transportation.

- implementation strategies beginning at p. 5-1 are quite
comprehensive and warrant review and possible revision
- the implementation plan, table 5.2 at p. 5-8 outlines criteria used for
original ranking of projects: improves safety; improves connectivity; transportation
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efficiency; expands multi-modal options; enhances quality of life; reduces congestion;
minimizes impacts to the environment; ease of implementation; integrates land use goals and
plans; improves access to schools

Project rankings, 2015 and since
It is enlightening to review the original ranked list of transportation capital
projects, published in the 2015 long range plan (see table 4.1 beginning p. 4-2),
compared to modified rankings in the most recent commission recommendations
and council approval.
Approximately 14 of the original 47 projects have been completed (Sunlight
Bridge replacement e.g.) or are started (South Midland reconstruction; 27th Street
underpasses; RiverTrail connections e.g.), rendering a shorter list awaiting
completion. Following are the original rankings for those remaining 33 projects,
most of them bicycle or pedestrian accommodations:
1 – 8th street on-street bicycle
2 – south bridge
6 – midland on-street bicycle north of 27th
7 – 6&24 path rebuild laurel to mel ray
9 – 7th RRFB
11 – soccer field RRFB
12 – blake sidewalks rebuild/gaps east side
13 – mount sopris/mid RRFB
14 – 135 road RRFB
15 – south blake sidewalk & bicycle 23rd-27th
16 – north glenwood bicycle boulevard
19 – 7th on-street bicycle lanes (partially completed)
20 – devereux multi-modal bridge (across river to midland)
23 – wayfinding two rivers park to glenwood canyon
24 – school street sidewalks 8th-11th
26 – 27th path south side
27 – LoVa trail
28 – atkinson trail to park east trail
30 – grand/15 grade-sep crossing
31 – 6th/laurel bi-ped improvements
32 – 12th ditch underpass
33 – RGT @ 11th
34 – four mile road on-street bicycle
35 – colo river path 10’ (two rivers park to whitewater area)
36 – 23rd/grand grade-sep crossing
38 – Roaring Fork multi-modal bridge @ mount sopris
40 – 22nd atkinson-rgt bridge
41 – coach miller sidewalk
42 – 23rd/grand intersection reconfigure (refuge island)
44 – glen avenue multi-use path blake to commerical area
45 – midland on-street bicycle, west glenwood to 8th
46 – 9th/grand grade-sep crossing
47 – whitewater underpasses
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A few highlights worth noting include:
- 8th Street on-street bicycle lanes, originally ranked #1 overall, has been
incorporated into full reconstruction of 8th Street (#4 large project)
- Portions of 12th Street ditch underpass, originally ranked #32 for full
reconstruction, is currently posed as #3 small project
- LoVa Trail, originally ranked #27, has somehow moved to #5 large project
- Midland on-street bicycle lanes, West Glenwood to 8th, originally ranked
#42, may no longer be needed since construction of West Midland path (pending
completion at east end; see below)
- Various rapid flashing pedestrian beacons, originally scattered through the
list, are currently consolidated as #5 small project
Potential additions to capital projects list
• Reconstruct 8th & Midland intersection—narrow or eliminate merge
lane; improve bicycle and pedestrian crossings and paths (probably large list, freestanding or part of 8th reconstruction?)
• Widen West Midland path segment, Overlin Drive to existing 10’ path
(probably small list?)
• Remove or cover unused railroad tracks, 7th, 27th/Glen e.g. (probably
small list or part of streets reconstruction?)
• Rebuild existing South Glen sidewalk to eliminate parking intrusions
(perhaps add to #44 above)
• Clarify, improve traffic movement efficiency on South Blake, north and
south of 27th
• Reconfigure Soccer Field Road/6&24 intersection to improve schoolaccess safety

2021 "Large" Project List - over $1,000,000
Type

2021 Approved
Rank

Project / Improvement

6/21 Status
Design in Progress, 90% design
review scheduled for 10/14/21.
ROW planning and negotiations
underwary. Project is funding
dependant.

1

South Bridge.

On Street Bike Facilities

2

6th Street / North Glenwod Landing
Reconstruction and reconfiguration including on-street and separated
Design Kick Off to be scheduled,
bicycle facilities, and including
Design Contract approved 6/17/21.
clarifying / reconstructing the
bicycle/ped crossing at Laurel.

Intersection Improvement

3

Construction Bids anticipated in
27th St. and SH 82 - Grade separated
August with construction to begin in
crossing
October.

4

Hwy 6 Corridor shared use path - Full
reconstruction of a functional bike /
ped separated path from Donegan to Design process not yet begun.
Linden, incl. design, engineering and
construction.

5

8th Street Extension Completion Design in Progress, 90% completed
East side of bridge to School St:
internally. Project is funding
widening- 2 lanes plus center median
dependant.
plus 2-10' wide sidewalks

Bridge and Multi Modal

Bike / Ped Shared-use Path

Bike / Ped On-& Off- Street Improvement

2021 "Small" Project List - under $1,000,000
Type

Bike / Ped On-& Off- Street Improvement

Bike / Ped Shared-use Path

Intersection Improvement

2021 Approved
Rank

Project / Improvement

6/21 Status

1

8th St. Interim Safety improvements Full width path on the north side of
Design process not yet begun. Some
8th Street from 7th St. to City Building
funding is available in the 2021
when full funding available; move
budget.
crosswalk across 8th St. to the West
of intersection with 7th.

2

Two Rivers Park - 6&24 Conection Completion of a coherent Ped / Bike
Connection from Two Rivers Park to Working to get CDOT Mainstreets
grant in place. Project expected to
Highway 6 & 24 bus stop, including
improved access to northern terminus be complete 2021.
of the pedestrian bridge on the east
side of Devereux.

3

8th St. and Midland Ave. Intersection
Safety Improvements - Widen the
east-side sidewalk along Midland
Ave. from Overlin Dr. to 8th Street to Design process not yet begun.
full width path, separating it from
motor traffic, constrain or eliminate
merge lane 8th Street to Midland.

Intersection Improvement

4

RRFB - I 70 Exit 114 @ Westbound offramp
Not yet scheduled.

Intersection Improvement

4

RRFB - 8th St @ 7th St. crosswalk
(plus move)

Intersection Improvement

4

RRFB - Hwy 6 & 24 @ Soccer Field Rd.
Not yet scheduled.
- bus stop

Intersection Improvement

4

RRFB - Wulfson Rd. @ Midland Ave.

Intersection Improvement

4

RRFB - Hwy 6 & 24 @ CR 135 - bus
stop

5

10th Street Surface Improvements –
Blake Ave to School Street. - on
street bicycle facilities, constructed
Not yet scheduled.
bulb outs, warning lights, and
restricted car parking near corners
(sight distance).

On Street Bike Facilities

Not yet scheduled.

Not yet scheduled.
Not yet scheduled.

2021 TDM Program Priority List
Type

Program

2015 Rank

n/a

2021 Approved
Rank

Project / Improvement

1

TDM Program Development Continue to develop comprehensive
strategy for implementing, monitoring
and evaluating a long-term TDM
program for Glenwood Springs

Status
Initial steps taken for Downtown
TDM program; employee travel
survey completed and distributed
6/23/21. Funding for larger
program to be explored in 2022
budget process beginning 7/21

Program

n/a

2

Program

n/a

2

Program

n/a

2

Program

n/a

2

Parking Program - Establish Parking
Enforcement and Development Lead
position to implement and develop
MOVE Paid Parking
Recommendations / Program /
Parking program development in
Enforcement enhancements
progress.
Rebranding of Ride GWS - Handoff
Hwy 6 & 24 service to RFTA to be
MOVE Study final
incoporated in a re-routed Valley
recommendations going to Council
Local sevice.
October 2021
Bike-Share Program - Establish a
RFTA-led regional bike share
seasonal Bike Share program focused
expansion study is underway.
on Tourist / Lodging areas in North
DRAFT governance model
Glenwood and Downtown
presented to RFTA board July 8.
Seasonal Tourist Tram Circulator
Program - Purchase two electric
shuttles and begin running free,
limited shuttle service along Highway
6 & 24 to downtown during peak
summer hours on a trial basis, funded
by bus tax, grants, and advertising
Not yet scheduled.
revenue

Updating and clarifying city engineering design standards
bicycle and pedestrian facilities
April 5, 2022
revised from April 5 consideration by Transportation Commission
March 8 recommendations from Bicycle-Pedestrian Subcommittee
Engineering standards for various public works projects and contracts are
described in city document Engineering Design Standards, approved/last updated by
city council August 2, 2018.
In general and as basic standards, the city adheres to provisions of the Manual of
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), a) for consistency and b) as often required
for projects using federal or state funding.
Additional guidance’s are available from Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
publications, from American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials (AASHTO), and from Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT).
Guides and standards from these sources generally are consistent with MUTCD or,
in some cases, provide more detail. Additional insights come from certain states’
standards, particularly Massachusetts and Washington.

Crosswalks
Proposal
• minimum width 8 feet, or wider to match width of
connecting sidewalks or multi-use paths, with curb-cut width to match
• pavement markings use piano-keys/zebra-stripes format,
marking-to-bare-pavement ratio 1:1
- possible exception using colored
concrete/pavement, allowed only at signalized intersections, should
include white lines at edges
Current CITY standard – no width or marking standards specified; 1:1
marking ratio general practice (but not universal) since 2004 recommendations
from city council-appointed bicycle-pedestrian task force
MUTCD – using white side lines min 6 feet width; for piano-keys, “...design of
lines and gaps should avoid wheel paths if possible, and the gap between the lines
should not exceed 2.5 times the width of the ...lines”
AASHTO – “When a standard or ladder-type crosswalk is located on a
residential or local street, the width of the crosswalk (distance between transverse
lines) shall be 8 feet on center. When the crosswalk is located on a collector or arterial
street, the width of the crosswalk shall be 10 feet on center.” “...marked crosswalks
should desirably be at least as wide as the sidewalks they connect...”
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Multi-use/shared-use paths
Proposal
• minimum width 10 feet two-way; 8 feet in highly selective
exceptions for short distances in physically constrained areas
• concrete surface using continuous pour/saw-cut joints
Current CITY standard (Section 5.2, tables 5-1, 5-2, 5-3, 5-4; Section 5.5 per
AASHTO guide) – 10 feet width two-way; 5 feet one-way (4 feet if constrained); sawcut joints from RiverTrail design standards 1993
MUTCD – no standard or minimum width
AASHTO – 10 feet minimum width; 8 feet in constrained areas; 12-14 feet in
heavy-use areas
CDOT – minimum width 10 feet, wider if higher-volume use; 8 feet width
“...may be used only for short sections of constrained conditions...“ (with conditions);
“On Portland cement concrete pavements, the transverse joints should be saw cut,
rather than tooled...”

Bicycle lanes
Proposal
• retain/affirm AASHTO/CDOT width standards (below)
• pavement marking use parallel white lines (MUTCD) (not
colored overlay)
• no use of sharrows where right-of-way width is sufficient
to meet bicycle lanes standards; generally avoid use of sharrows
Current CITY standard (Section 5.2, tables 5-1, 5-2, 5-3, 5-4; Section 5.5 per
AASHTO guide) – 6 feet width, 4 feet min
MUTCD – no standard or minimum width
AASHTO – not including curb/gutter & no parking 4 feet width; including
curb/gutter & no parking 5 feet (no more than 2 feet in gutter pan)
FHWA – widths same as AASHTO; interim guidance on sharrows
CDOT – same as AASHTO, except if include gutter 6 feet recommended
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Sidewalks
Proposal
• preferred width 8 feet, at all locations
• minimum width 8 feet in commercial areas and other
heavy-use locations
• minimum width 6 feet at any location
Current CITY standard (Section 5.2, tables 5-1, 5-2, 5-3, 5-4; Section 5.4) – 8
feet wide commercial areas; 5 feet residential (6 feet if high-use)
MUTCD – no standard or minimum width
AASHTO – residential 4-6 feet width; main street 6-12 feet; suburban 6 feetplus; urban arterials 6 feet-plus
CDOT – 5 feet minimum; 4 feet in constrained areas; if less than 5 feet, must
provide passing spaces (min 5 feet) at 200-feet intervals

Curb-cuts – intersections, crosswalks, refuge islands, driveways,
etc.
Proposal
• width to match, at minimum, widest non-motor
connecting way (sidewalk, multi-use path, crosswalk, etc.)
• smooth transition sidewalk to pavement (no formed or
troweled lip)
Current CITY standard – no width standards
MUTCD – no standard or minimum width
AASHTO – recommended width equal to full width of sidewalk; “...transitions
from the curb ramp to gutter or road surfaces, or both, must be flush (level) and free of
abrupt surface changes...”

